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 NAFSA Region VI and VIII Conference,  November 15 - 
18, 2022 

The 2022 Bi-Regional Conference will take place in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Learn, network, and engage with IE professionals dedicated to advancing the 
field of international education. Build lasting partnerships with peers and 
institutions from across Regions VI, Region VIII, and around the world. 
The Bi-Regional VI/VIII Conference schedule is now available! Through the 
Online Planner you can view the time, room, presenters, descriptions, and 
learning objectives of the sessions. You can also star the events you're 
interested in and create your own conference agenda, to view on the mobile 
webpage at the conference! There is also information on Sponsors, Exhibitors, 
and more! 
 
For Program and Schedule: 
https://www.eventscribe.net/2022/BiRegionalVIVIII//   
For more details, please visit: https://www.nafsa.org/conferences/2022-
nafsa-region-vi-and-viii-conference  

 THE -  “Agile university 
leadership for a new era of 
progress” 16–18 November 
2022 

 
Universities have a critical responsibility and 
huge opportunity to shape the world in which we 
live. Higher education institutions host hundreds 
of millions of students globally and invest billions 
of dollars to understand and improve life on 
Earth. The effective leadership and management 
of these institutions is therefore vital; this summit 
will focus on the challenges that leaders face 
today and how they can best prepare themselves 
for the years ahead. 

The future is predicted to be dominated by: 
exponential advances in technology, energy, 
biology and manufacturing; a shift eastwards and 
towards Africa in the search for resources; and a 
global environmental emergency. 
 
In anticipation of this, the THE Leadership & 
Management Summit 2022 will explore the 
following questions: 

 What are the key leadership skills that 
will be required to run successful higher 
education institutions in the future? 

 How can universities and their 
management structures come together 
to redesign a higher              education    
model fit for students, staff and society? 

 How can the next generation of 
university leaders develop the skills or 
receive the necessary training to meet 
the challenges they will face? 

The summit will also feature the exclusive live 
reveal of the THE World Reputation Rankings 
2022 which showcase the top universities with 
the best reputations as determined by academics 
around the world. 
The summit will be broadcast from a studio in 
London. Delegates will be able to join in-person in 
London or participate virtually.    
For more informatıon please visit the website: 
https://www.timeshighered-
events.com/leadership-management-summit-
2022/  

 

 
 

 International scientific conference: "Actual issues of 
teacher training at the modern stage: successes and 
challenges" (in visual and video link formats) 
Nakhchivan city, on December 8-9, 2022.  

Main discussion directions of the conference: 

1.    The main directions and perspectives of the state policy in the 

field of training of pedagogical personnel in the modern era. 

2.    Educational programs for teaching specialties as the main 

factor of quality personnel training. 

3.    Issues of quality and its assurance in teacher training: realities 

and challenges. 

4.    Scientific research in education and for education: from theory 

to practice. 

5.    Methodology of teaching subjects in teacher training: traditions 

and modern approaches. 

6.    New trends in higher pedagogical education: experience and 

challenges. 

7.    Internship model world experience in pedagogical education 

system and Azerbaijan: challenges and new approaches. 

8.    Increasing the professional level of the teacher in the higher 

pedagogical education system as an actual problem. 

9.    Actual management issues in the teacher training system. 

10. Place and role of educational issues in teacher training. 

For more detail: Please check enclosed attachment in this email. 

Deadline for application: 15th November, 2022. 

*Materials of scientific reports in the form of ARTICLES or THESIS 

should be sent to the email address of the Organizing Committee 

at elmihisse@nmi.edu.az by November 15, 2022 (indicating that it is 
an international conference). 
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